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2. Some observers might point to a sixth rationale, the desirability of
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3. Specialization has also been proposed as a basis for a therapeutic
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An implicit answer is emerging to the question of
whether the effective practice of therapeutic jurispru-
dence requires a specialized court.  Without much

debate or deliberation, specialized courts are proliferating
nationally: drug courts, domestic violence courts, mental
health courts, tobacco courts, and the like are commonplace.1

Already the new specialized courts are evolving into hybrid
forms—such as family drug courts or juvenile domestic vio-
lence courts—that bring together several specialties. It is
increasingly likely that the kinds of cases traditionally regard-
ed as rich in therapeutic opportunities will be heard within a
specialized court forum. At the same time, the fortunes of ther-
apeutic jurisprudence are being tied to the new wave of court
specialization, which may yet prove to have shallow roots.

This essay offers a more deliberative answer to the question
of whether therapeutic jurisprudence requires specialized
courts and judges by tracing the paths of three powerful con-
temporary trends: the new special court movement, the logic
of American court reform, and the changing role of judges.
The intersection of these trends is the best vantage point to
assess where and how TJ might be most effectively applied in
the courts.

THE NEW SPECIAL COURT MOVEMENT
The purpose of the new specialized courts is to qualitative-

ly improve outcomes for litigants and society in cases involv-
ing individuals with underlying social and emotional prob-
lems. Previous waves of specialty courts tended to be designed
to meet concerns over efficiency and timeliness by using dif-

ferentiated case management techniques to make events in a
case happen more quickly.

The rationale for the current trend toward court specializa-
tion goes something like this.  First, some categories of cases
(and associated litigants) are marginalized within the vast vol-
ume and mix of cases in courts of limited and general jurisdic-
tion.  Second, a problem-solving approach is more appropriate
and effective than the traditional adversarial process for those
categories of cases.  Third, special knowledge and special per-
sonal attributes (and perhaps special technology) are needed to
be a judicial problem-solver.  Fourth, the necessary special
knowledge is as likely or more likely to be drawn from the
fields of mental health and psychology than from knowledge of
the law.  Fifth, a judge needs continuous access to social and
psychological services to problem solve effectively.2

A problem-solving orientation is the most fundamental
characteristic of the new specialized courts.  Problem solving
requires a shift in what is valued in the adjudication process:
outcomes (rather than outputs), flexibility in decision making,
listening to people’s concerns, participation by community
organizations, and consideration of what is best for communi-
ties as well as for individual defendants or victims.  Problem
solving also places greater emphasis on post-disposition
events, a significant change in focus from traditional models of
case processing.  Traditional caseflow management, for exam-
ple, is based on cases rather than persons, while “effective
management of post-disposition matters may require much
more attention to the persons involved in cases.”4

Another characteristic of the new specialized courts is that
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they are not, strictly speaking, courts.5 A court is a judicial
body established by constitution or statute to which judges are
selected to serve and (where relevant) be retained in offices.
Courts can be generalist or specialist in nature. 6 Specialized
courts are “courts that possess limited subject matter jurisdic-
tion and are staffed by permanent judges who have substantive
expertise in the area.”7 Established probate and juvenile courts
often meet that definition, as did an array of specialized courts
earlier in this century, such as water courts, tax courts, and
land courts.  However, the combination of judicial expertise
and permanency of assignment is rare in the new specialized
courts, at least at this point in their evolution.  That rarity is
important to understanding the implications of focusing ther-
apeutic jurisprudence in specialty courts.  One of the defining
features of the new specialized courts is the ease with which
they can be dismantled.

A third characteristic of the new specialized courts is that
they have tended to develop by trial and error as the experi-
ence of one court is passed on to other courts.  Specialized
court thus grew into a movement without an underlying legal
theory to justify and guide, for example, the relaxation of the
adversarial process.  The lack of a jurisprudential base left drug
treatment and similar courts open to criticism over their status
and without an effective response beyond pragmatism.
Therapeutic jurisprudence has been put forward to fill this
void by serving as the legal theory for drug treatment and sim-
ilar courts,8 as well as the rationale for why unified family
courts should be created.9

THE PROS AND CONS OF SPECIALIZATION
The growing concentration in specialized courts of cases

ripe for TJ intervention makes it prudent for therapeutic
jurisprudence proponents to carefully weigh the benefits and
costs of specialization.  The pros and cons of court and judicial

specialization have been
examined thus far primarily
for federal appellate and trial
courts such as the Tax Court,
the Bankruptcy Court, and the
Court of Federal Claims.10 It is
nonetheless possible to derive
a balance sheet of aspects of
specialization that are likely to
promote or inhibit therapeutic
court outcomes.11

Problem solving in special-
ized courts promotes therapeutic outcomes in the following
ways:
• Specialized courts provide a forum in which the adversari-

al process can be relaxed and problem solving and treat-
ment processes emphasized.

• Judges and court staff become more sensitive to issues and
more adept at developing individual and systemic respons-
es to address these issues when a court’s caseload presents
a large proportion of cases in which similar therapeutic
jurisprudence issues are likely to arise.12

• Skill development in applying therapeutic jurisprudence
principles may proceed faster because of a common focus
and collegial support among judges.

• Courts with exclusive subject matter jurisdiction are likely
to attract a vigilant and involved bar that will further
enhance the identification of therapeutic issues and possi-
ble remedies.

• A specialized court is in a better position to mobilize and
coordinate treatment and social service providers in a local-
ity, providing the court with access to skilled resources.

• The expertise of a specialized judge in a particular subject
matter helps the court secure community-wide support for
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13. The Therapeutic Justice Task Force, consisting of representatives
from the Conference of Chief Justices, the Conference of State
Court Administrators, the American Judges Association, and the
National Association for Court Management, was established in
the fall of 1999 to address and advance strategies, policies, and
recommendations on the future of therapeutic courts (e.g., com-
munity courts, domestic violence courts, drug courts, mental
health courts).  The Task Force will examine the effects of these
courts on the larger state court system.

14. For a review of the relevant research evidence, see Deborah J.
Chase and Peggy Fulton Hora, The Implications of Therapeutic

Jurisprudence for Judicial Satisfaction, COURT REVIEW, Spring 2000
at 12.

15. See Rottman, supra note 1 at 15 (Table 3).  The surviving special-
ized courts have jurisdiction over probate matters (and sometimes
juvenile cases as well) in 12 states, tax courts exist in 5 states, and
worker’s compensation courts in 3 states.  A number of states
retain courts of claims and water courts.

16. See David Rottman & William Hewitt, TRIAL COURT STRUCTURE

AND PERFORMANCE: A CONTEMPORARY REAPPRAISAL 12 (1996), for
consideration of what this model looks like in practice.

the court’s programs.
• Specialized courts can be
structured to retain jurisdic-
tion over defendants, promot-
ing continuity of supervision
and accountability of defen-
dants for their behavior 
in treatment programs. Con-
tinuing jurisdiction facilitates
a proportionate response by

court to the missteps during the treatment process rather
than a one-shot chance at redemption.   
Other benefits potentially associated with specialization

include reduction of caseload congestion in the generalist
court, greater uniformity and predictability of decisions, and
prevention of forum shopping.  Some observers see the ability
to use non-lawyer judges as another benefit from specializa-
tion, one not yet taken advantage of in the new wave of spe-
cialized courts.  

Specialization also inhibits therapeutic outcomes.  The rea-
sons that specialization might limit what therapeutic jurispru-
dence can accomplish include:
• Judges in specialized courts may become overly deferential

to experts.
• The perspective promoted by maintaining distance from a

subject matter is eroded by specialization.
• Specialized forums become dependent on a particular

judge, creating problems of succession when judicial
assignments rotate.

• The new generation of specialized forums proliferated in an
era of particularly generous funding for criminal justice and
an extraordinarily robust economy.  The (usually) higher
costs associated with specialized courts may prove fatal
during an economic downturn.

• Specialized forums may impose costs on the trial court to
which they belong by tying up resources, generating ten-
sions within the bench, and creating conflicting loyalties
among court staff.  Such potential costs have not been taken
into account in evaluations of special courts, which look at
the outcomes associated with the specific defendants
appearing in that court forum.13

• Specialized courts are susceptible to capture by special
interest groups, who tend to make it “their” court.

• Judicial specialty problem-solving assignments can result in
judicial stress and burnout and fewer opportunities for
career advancement.14

Special courts may tend to emphasize the specific circum-
stances of the offender rather than the essence of the wrong
they committed.  Given the uncertainty over the effectiveness
of various court-ordered therapies, the most therapeutic
approach to some members of this category of offender might
be to treat them as if the victim were a stranger, adjudicating
their cases as part of the mix with violent felonies in the gen-
eralist court.  Finally, an emphasis on TJ in specialized courts
leaves small trial courts (three or fewer judges) and the resi-
dents of their jurisdiction out in the cold without a developed
body of writing and guidance relevant to their circumstances.

THE LOGIC OF COURT REFORM
The consolidation of specialized courts into generalist

courts has been and, in important ways remains, the main
vehicle for court reform in this country.  Statewide unification
and trial court consolidation have incorporated most of the
pre-1970s specialized courts as divisions.15 That process of
incorporation was one of the main achievements of court
reform in this country.  And the unification agenda is still
being realized, with significant movement occurring in
California and Michigan, and a proposed constitutional
amendment (thus far unsuccessful, in part because of special
court interests) in New York.  

Advocates of unification offer a generic model in which a
single trial court has jurisdiction of all cases and proceedings.
The most authoritative statement of what that entails is the
American Bar Association’s Standards Relating to Court
Organization (as revised in 1990) and Standards Relating to
Trial Courts.  The rationale goes like this:

Simplification makes courts easier for citizens to
understand and use, as well as for collateral organiza-
tions to service.  Flexibility in assigning judges to
dockets makes it easier to meet caseload pressures,
while also affording judges more diverse dockets.
Administrative efficiency is achieved by eliminating
duplication of facilities and support services and by
creating streamlined management hierarchies.
Communication among those involved in processing
different kinds of cases is enhanced.16

In many respects, though, these presumed administrative
advantages from consolidation are less important than con-
cerns over the link between courts and local politics.

The current proliferation of specialized forums clearly cuts
against the grain of court reform during the twentieth century.
This leaves the burden of proof that the benefits of specializa-
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at 28.
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tion outweigh the costs to the larger reform movement on
those promoting specialization.  One consideration is the
source of the impetus to specialize.  It is possible that the cur-
rent wave of specialization will end only when every victim
and interest group has his or her own forum.  Another consid-
eration is whether the new forums seem headed for absorption
into the generalist court or to devolution into independence.
The emergence of hybrid specialized forums may be one indi-
cation of what lies ahead.  A third consideration is what
amount of jurisdictional fragmentation can occur in generalist
courts before the viability of central administration erodes.
One can also ask, of course, whether the new generation of
specialized forums can thrive within the confines of a general-
ist court.

The alternative view of the current wave of court special-
ization is as a correction to excessive consolidation and cen-
tralization.  Specialization is the natural response to an over-
reliance on large, all purpose generalist courts.  The creation of
special court forums can also be viewed as a reform mecha-
nism in itself, permitting experimentation that allows the judi-
ciary to keep step with changing times.  Even Roscoe Pound,
the most formidable twentieth century foe of specialized courts
(but not of specialist judges), regarded the creation of new
courts as an organic process by which court systems adapt to
changing social conditions.17 A similar logic can be found
today in the advocacy of specialized courts and forums as the
heart of  “a problem-oriented approach to court reform”18 or in
the claim “that partial and targeted specialization may promote
useful court reform.”19

THE CHANGING ROLE OF JUDGES
A shift toward a more engaged, problem-oriented style of

judging probably preceded the growth of specialized courts.
Specialized courts and the adoption of therapeutic jurispru-
dence principles, in this view, are manifestations of a change in
the role of judges from “dispassionate, disinterested magis-
trate” to that of a “sensitive, emphatic counselor.”20

Over the last 15 or so years, judges have innovated to find
solutions to changing societal conditions and public expecta-
tions.  The broad impetus to innovate is evident from the
changing composition of trial court caseloads.  Between 1984
and 1998, civil (tort, contract, and real property) case filings
increased by 34 percent, criminal filings by 50 percent, and
traffic cases decreased by 11 percent.  The largest increases,
however, were in the areas of domestic relations, where case fil-

ings grew by 75 percent, and
in juvenile cases, which rose by
73 percent.  As a point of com-
parison, the United States pop-
ulation increased by 15 per-
cent over those years.21

Courts, therefore, stood in
the frontline response to prob-
lems like domestic violence
that entered the courts along
with changing court caseloads.
Courts cannot deflect the flow
of cases that bring with them complex emotional and health
problems in the form of substance abusers, violent spouses,
and neglected children.  Specialized dockets or courts were
created to bring together defendants facing similar charges,
with similar underlying problems, and thus in need of the
same type of support services.  A growing number become
engaged as partners with communities at large and an array of
public and private entities to leverage the staff and service
resources necessary to solve problems like substance abuse,
domestic violence, and neighborhood decline (through com-
munity-focused courts).  Courts also took on the role of coor-
dinating the delivery of social services to individual families
and children.  Judges took the lead in establishing local coun-
cils and task forces charged with developing and administering
a uniform strategy for responding to specific problems.  In
doing so, judges sought therapeutic outcomes for communities
as well as individuals or families: “The purpose of the domes-
tic violence court is to reduce the incidence of domestic vio-
lence.”22

To meet these new responsibilities, judges have drawn upon
aspects of established and widely accepted practices from men-
tal health, family, and juvenile law, which have a long history
of judicial specialization, and specialized courts.  The effect of
judicial specialization on judicial behavior and stress remains
uncertain because few research studies have been undertak-
en.23 In any case, the kind of specialization in question in most
studies is expertise in technical and scientific matters or in
complex areas of civil law.  Specialized forums like drug or
domestic violence courts require a different kind of special
qualities, specifically of a judicial temperament in interacting
directly with litigants and an openness to insights from fields
like mental health.

It is unclear that legal training is the best preparation for
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judging in specialized con-
texts.  Research on the attrib-
utes of attorneys suggests that
they rely disproportionately
on analytic, rational thought
to make decisions and are not
“interpersonally sensitive,
meaning not attuned to the
emotions, needs, and concerns
of other people and not con-
cerned with interpersonal

issues or harmony.”24 Sensitivity to the lingering love in rela-
tionships with a history of domestic violence is one such
attribute.25 Such attributes suggest that the supply of judges
for non-adversarial forums may be limited.  Indeed, the ability
to use non-lawyers as judges is cited as one of the benefits of
specialized courts.26

The merit of encouraging judicial expertise in specialized
subject matters was and remains controversial and examined
primarily in the federal court context. On the one hand, the
argument has been made that “judges typically are generalists,
whose strongest virtue is their ignorance.”27 Specialist judges
in this view duplicate the work of bureaucratic experts (in this
instance social service and treatment providers) without adding
effective review of decisions, in part, because they become too
closely attached to those experts.  On the other hand, decisions
by judges with substantive knowledge in a subject area tend to
be more highly regarded by litigants and the public.28

This raises two provocative questions.  First, is legal train-
ing a prerequisite for presiding in a specialized problem-solv-
ing court and, indeed, are there reasons for giving preference
to non-lawyer experts with social service and social science
training.  Second, will specialized TJ inevitably become
bureaucratic in a specialized court setting?  In other words,
will the identification of a therapeutic moment give way to a
standard response triggered automatically by a set of predeter-
mined case and litigant circumstances?

CONCLUSION
There is an affinity between the legal theory and practice of

therapeutic jurisprudence on the one hand, and problem-solv-
ing courts, on the other hand.  Judges striving to respond to
changes in American society and the resulting implications for
their caseloads created specialized courts as a vehicle for
implementing changes.  In that sense, specialized courts were
laboratories in which traditional adversarial court processes
could be modified, collaborations with public and private ser-
vice providers forged, and judicial oversight extended to cover

the life of a treatment program.  Therapeutic jurisprudence for-
mally entered the picture when judges sought a legal theory
that could justify and guide their experimentation. 

Despite their apparent affinity, specialized courts bring
advantages and disadvantages to the judicial pursuit of thera-
peutic outcomes. The fate of therapeutic jurisprudence in the
courts today is linked closely with the future of the new spe-
cial court forums.  While specific pros and cons of specialized
courts for the practice of therapeutic jurisprudence were out-
lined earlier in this essay, there are other, more general, con-
siderations to bear in mind when answering the question of
whether TJ requires specialized courts and judges.  The long-
term future of the new specialized courts depends upon their
successful incorporation into larger trial court systems.
Otherwise, they are likely to have limited life spans and do as
much harm as good.

In my view, the investment of so many resources in special
courts must ultimately be justified in terms of their role as
agents of change beyond a few courtrooms.  A concentration
on special court forums can be justified only if there is the
prospect of a long-term payoff for the general trial courts to
which the forums belong.  Deborah Chase and Peggy Hora
suggest the potential for a natural process of diffusion in which
drug court and other special court judges take the benefit of
their experience with them when they return to civil and crim-
inal dockets.29 In many courts, though, the nature of the spe-
cial court movement may prevent the realization of that poten-
tial for diffusion.  The proponents of special courts are often
purists, interested in promoting court forums that function de
facto as separate courts and oriented toward a particular class
of service providers, victims, or defendants rather than to the
work of the rest of the court.

The success of therapeutic jurisprudence as applied in court
settings may owe as much to the process that is used as it owes
to the content of specific therapeutic interventions.
Therapeutic jurisprudence is effective, in part, because it pro-
motes the legal procedures and judge-to-litigant interactions
that the public experiences as fair and just.  The perception of
procedural fairness is more important than the favorability of
court outcomes to litigant satisfaction with those outcomes,
willingness to comply with court orders, and having confi-
dence in the judiciary.30

A sense of procedural fairness is more likely when litigants
believe that they were treated with respect, could trust the
motives of the judge, received decisions that were made in a
neutral manner, and had an opportunity to tell their side of the
story. A belief in the trustworthiness of officials is perhaps the
strongest contributor to a perception of procedural fairness.31
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32. See Fritzler & Simon, supra note 12 at 31 (Principle #4)(“Involve
the defendant in contracting with the court and assisting the court
in establishing the terms of no contact orders and terms of super-
vision.”)

33. See Raymond Paternoster, Robert Brame, Ronet Bachman, &
Lawrence W. Sherman, Do Fair Procedures Matter?: The Effect of
Procedural Justice on Spouse Assaults, 163 LAW & SOC’Y REV. 31(1)
(1997).  The impact of fair procedures is powerful indeed: “When

police acted in a procedurally fair manner when arresting assault
suspects, the rate of subsequent domestic violence was signifi-
cantly lower than when they did not.”

34. Russell Wheeler, Courts of Limited and Special Jurisdiction, in
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE AMERICAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM 517, 524 (R.J.
Janosik ed., 1987).

35. See Legomsky, supra note 10, at 38-9.
36. See Casey & Rottman, supra note 9.

Therapeutic jurisprudence communicates to defendants a
sense that the court is concerned about their welfare, and is
thus trustworthy. Trustworthiness also is enhanced to the
extent that judges explain to defendants the basis for their
decisions.  Therapeutic judges and courts also communicate
respect for defendants by treating them in the round and
speaking to them one on one.32 These are methods likely to
promote therapeutic outcomes throughout a trial court.33 It
has been suggested, for example, that small claims courts,
“probably work a therapeutic effect, at least when black-robed
judges take the time to listen to plaintiffs and defendants
explain their sides of a dispute.”34

The future of therapeutic jurisprudence in specialized
courts is likely to be multi-specialty courts that function at
intermediate levels of specialization.35 Semi-specialization
may prove in the long-term a more effective vehicle to both
enhance therapeutic outcomes and integrate specialized dock-
ets into the work of a trial court without creating a new class
of isolated special forums.

Finally, I have, of course, presented a false dichotomy by
asking if the effective practice of therapeutic jurisprudence
requires a specialized court or both judge and court.
Therapeutic jurisprudence can be practiced inside and outside
of specialized court forums at different levels.  The most basic
and informal level is when a judge interacts with the individu-
als involved in a particular court case.  The second level is a
special court forum that incorporates new procedures, disposi-

tion options, information systems, and connections to
providers of social and other services (perhaps, but not neces-
sarily, through a special court forum).  Yet a third level of ther-
apeutic jurisprudence practice is by changes to state statutes,
court rules, and policies that apply across courts.36 Special
courts should not be allowed to distract judges and court man-
agers from the challenge of nurturing TJ practices at all three
levels and across the subject matters over which trial (and
appellate) courts have jurisdiction.
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